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Most people will have never seen 
seahorses in the wild but everybody 
knows of their strange and enchanting 
form. They were the star of Victorian 
aquarium keepers and are still a 
highlight in many public displays today. 
A new book, by Helen Scales, looks at 
the history of these extraordinary sea 
creatures and their unique sex life.
For zoologists, one of the most 
remarkable features is that the 
males incubate the offspring. It 
took researchers a long time to 
work out what was going on with 
seahorse sex. The ancient Greek 
philosopher Aristotle first wrote 
about the unusual reproductive 
habits of the Syngnathidae family, 
to which seahorses belong, in the 
third century BC. In his book On the 
History of Animals Aristotle went into 
extraordinary detail about the lives 
of many fish species he encountered 
while staying on the island of Lesvos. 
But it wasn’t until the eighteenth 
century that scientists finally realised 
something unusual was going on and 
began to study their sexual behaviour 
in detail.
For four decades, arguments 
flared over which sex carried the 
eggs during a seahorse pregnancy. 
Everyone agreed that the females 
produced the eggs, but it wasn’t clear 
whether or not they handed them over 
to the male to look after. The debate 
was finally settled in the 1870s when 
several researchers observed pairs of 
seahorses engaging in tight embraces 
within the laboratory while transferring 
eggs.
When evolutionary biologists 
discovered that male seahorses 
raised their brood, “they rubbed 
their hands in anticipation. It gave 
them the perfect opportunity to 
test out their theories of how the 
difference between the sexes 
evolve,” writes Scales in the new 
book. “They expected to find that the 
females, unshackled from the toils of 
pregnancy, had kicked up their heels 
and adopted a typically male habit, 
spreading their gametes as far and 
wide as possible. But no, most female 
seahorses are loyal to one male 
throughout his pregnancy, and do not 
mate again until he is ready. In fact 
many seahorses are monogamous 
throughout the whole breeding 
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seasons, returning to the same 
partner time and again. Some stay in 
pairs for most of their lives.” 
Scales worries about the future for 
these animals, vulnerable to fishing 
and other marine intrusions. She 
imagines trying to describe them: 
“They looked like miniature horses 
with rolling eyes and tiny monkeys’ 
tails... and danced every day with 
their elegant partners. If stories were 
all that were left of seahorses, I don’t 
suppose anyone would believe us.”
A new book looks at the enduring attraction and history of the study of these 
sea creatures. Nigel Williams reports.
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Enticing: The seahorse has played a significant part in human myth and legend as well as 
 being a striking example of unusual sexual behaviour. (Photo: Alamy.)
